EMPLOYEE REFERRAL BONUS
AMG Specialty Hospital – Lafayette, Regional and Park Place Campus’ are offering current
employees a $1,000.00 (one thousand dollar) Employee Referral Bonus, for the referring
and subsequent hire of applicants of the following hard to fill position listed below:
◊ Full Time Registered Nurse (RN) w/ Acute Care, ICU or Step-Down experience preferred
This bonus opportunity is available from April 2, 2015 – May 31, 2015. Referred applicants
cannot be current employees of another AMG facility and must be hired as regular full time
or part time employees. Referred applicants cannot be family members of the referring
employee. The referral bonus is paid to the referring employee in the following three (3)
increments: 90-days, 6 months and 1 year of satisfactory employment of the referred
employee. Both the referred and referring employees must be actively employed, working
and in good standing when referral bonuses are paid. All clinical employees…FT, PT and
PRN (EXCEPT Administrative and HR staff) are eligible for referral bonuses. There is no
limit to the number of times the bonus can be paid to an employee. The applicant must list
the employee referral on the application. Referred employees cannot have been employed
by the hospital within the past 12 months. If the referred employee is hired in to a PRN
position and converts to a full time position within THIRTY days of their hire date, the
referring employee will be eligible for the bonus.
If duplicate referrals occur, the first referral received will be eligible for payment. If a joint
referral is made (and received at the same time), the bonus will be shared evenly between
the referring staff members.
Employees on Leave of Absence at the time a bonus is due will be paid upon return to duty.
AMG understands our own employees value the quality of their co-workers. In advance we
thank you for your quality referrals to the company, and we look forward to your
recognition through the Employee Referral Bonus Program over the next two months.
Thank you for your dedication and commitment to AMG Specialty Hospital Campus’!
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